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Understanding Big Data Buzzwords

• Big Data: lots of data

• Data Lake: an architecture strategy that handles Big Data

• Predictive Analytics: teaching a computer/database to learn and be able to answer 
questions that you don’t yet know about (e.g. when you don’t know what you don’t 
know)

• Hadoop: a “top level” Apache project (open source) that provides Big Data storage & 
retrieval capabilities. Just one component in a Data Lake.

• Big Data Architect: a BI expert who lives in Silicon Valley
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Big Data Requires New Architecture
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Today’s World

Applications = Dashboards of 

what happened yesterday, last 
week or last month with manual 

responses.

Structured Data Unstructured Data

New World

Applications = Predictions of 

what is going to happen in 
the future with automated 

responses.

Systems Integration and 

Application Development
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Building Blocks

• Business Problem/Opportunity

• Technology Vendor(s)

• Data Storage

• Querying

• Presentation

• Governance

• Business Value
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Business Problem/Opportunity

• If your business has no issues, you 
really don’t need Big Data

• Big Data can be one of the most 
powerful enablers of growth at 
your company

• Are there business analysts that 
“thrash” with Data Mart queries?

• Can you access data from all 
sources, channels and systems 
easily?
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Technology Vendors

• Big Data is complex

• Most companies get help from multiple 
Technology Vendors

• Cloud or On Premise

• Pick a Distribution Vendor

• Are you willing to create a Big Data 
development, project management and 
sustainment organizations?
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Data Storage

• HDFS

• NoSQL
– HBase

– MongoDB

– Cassandra

• RDBMS
– Oracle

– SQL Server

– MySQL

• On Premise vs. Cloud
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Querying

• Profile Users
– Casual data consumer

– Business analyst

– Data Scientist

• Tools
– Map Reduce/Java

– Hive

– Pig

– Perl

– Python

• Key take away: leverage 
the skill sets that you 
already have within your 
organization
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Presentation

• Profile Users
– Casual data consumer

– Business analyst

– Data Scientist

• Tools
– Tableau

– Splunk

– QlikView

– Traditional OLAP (e.g. MicroStrategy, Business 
Objects, Cognos)
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Governance/Business Involvement

• IT cannot do it all by 
themselves

• These roles must be defined:
– Business Owners

– Business SMEs

– Metadata Management

– Product Owner

• During the first phases of build 
out, these roles will be nearly 
full time
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Business Value

• Build a Business Case

• Identify an Executive Sponsor

• Define Success Criteria for each 
project/milestone

• After project is successful, Market your 
wins
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Real World Examples

• Digital Advertising Pricing

• Manufacturing Traceability

• Enterprise Social Media analytics
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Facebook 
• Facebook developed and open sourced both Hive and Presto

– Still use Hive for reliable computations, large scale batch processing, optimized for overall system 
throughput 

– Presto for interactive and distributed SQL
- Presto runs 10x better than Hive at Facebook in terms of CPU efficiency and latency

- Extended to query key engines in the Facebook data ecosystem - Cassandra, Hive, JMX, Kafka, MySQL, Postgres SQL, and 
others

- HTTP + JSON support for various languages (Python, Ruby, PHP, and others)

- Supports a large subset of ANSI SQL for complex queries, joins, aggregations, and various functions

– Presto is actively used by over a thousand Facebook employees, who run more than 30,000 queries 
processing over a petabyte daily.

“The reality is that at Facebook, we have a lot of data in our data warehouse, and other data 

spread across different systems, so being able to analyze the data across a single interface is 
very useful”  - Martin Traverso – Facebook Engineer
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Netflix

• The company’s chief content officer said that Netflix uses “really big 
data” to pick which shows to produce and how to promote them.

• Tata Consultancy Services surveyed 1,217 executives from large 
companies (revenue of more than $1 billion) in a dozen global 
industries in North America, Europe, Asia-Pacific, and Latin America. 
They found that companies with huge investments in Big Data are 
generating excess returns and gaining competitive advantages, 
putting companies without significant investments in Big Data at risk.

• Hadoop use cases at Netflix break out along the lines of:
– Batch jobs – ETL, reporting, and analytics (Pig, Hive)

– Interactive jobs (Presto)

We are especially focused on performance and ease of use, 

with initiatives including Presto integration, Spark, and our Big 

Data Portal and API.” – Kurt Brown, Netflix
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Airbnb

• Airbnb has 23 data scientists using Hive and >500 users across 
the business

• Migrated workloads that were historically done on Amazon 
Redshift to:
– Reduce the effort associated with ETL

– Overcome limitations of international character sets

• Open sourced “Airpal” in March 2015 – a web-based data 
exploration and SQL query interface for Presto

“Presto is an integral part of the Airbnb data infrastructure stack with hundreds of employees 

running queries each day with the technology. We are excited to see Teradata joining the Presto 
open source community and are encouraged by the direction of their contributions.” - James 

Mayfield, product lead, Airbnb.
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Device Data Analytics

The number and types of devices that are emitting data is growing at an 
unprecedented rate. Every second, these devices generate Big Data. Data 
Analytics solutions can enable companies to use this data to analyze and 
improve processes, predict trends and failure. The data can also provide 
insight for product development and sales teams who use the information to 
improve their features and increase revenues, respectively.

ROI
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Device Data Analytics
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Appendix
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Sample Detailed Architecture
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Data Hub

Archive

Discovery

Modeling

Transformation

Data Lake Use Cases
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Foundation of a managed Data Lake - Metadata 

Reservoirs require the presence of metadata that enable non subject matter experts to easily know the location 
of and entitlements to the various forms of stored data within.

Schema Metadata is always a given, but… 

Operational Metadata & Business-Security is critical to governance

– Where did it come from? …  What is the data serialization?

– Who owns the data …. Who can see the data…. Who belongs to which group

– What is the environment? – landing zone, OS, Line of Business

– What processes touched my data?

– Did you lose any data? – Checksums 

– When did the data get ingested, transformed?

– Did it get exported, or archived…when, where how will it be used (organizational)?

– How are you tracking lineage - Checkpoints etc.
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